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Abstract:  In a different economic era, before Prohibition and the corn economy with its attendant
herbicides, Illinois was an important producer of wine.  Though production of wine and grapes never
vanished from the state completely, it has lately made a comeback   The 2000 Illinois Vineyard Survey
showed over 400 acres of grapes planted in 2000 compared to only 181 acres just two years earlier. 
There are currently 31 wineries licensed in the state with two additional wineries scheduled to open
soon.  This is compared to four wineries in the entire state in the 1980s.
The growth has attracted the attention of state officials who allocated first $200,000 annually
for something called the Illinois Grape and Wine Resource Council.  The annual appropriation is now
$500,000 and they have hired an Executive Director, a State Viticulturalist, and a State Enologist.  The
hope, reflected in public comments, is that the money spent will pay dividends (higher than competing
uses it is assumed).  Eying neighboring states as well as major producers like California, Illinois officials
hope that the tie-in with tourism will also help boost the state’s economy.
One potential role for the economist in this scene is to help make sense of the competing claims
regarding the potential benefits of this growth industry.  We address this need by first creating a detailed
set of budgets for both the winegrape and wine producing industries.  This budget then becomes part of
a state-wide input-output model (IMPLAN) that is used to investigate the impact and the potential
impact of the industry.
The results indicate that though agriculture benefits from grape growing and wine making, most
of the economic activity is generated in the service sectors.  Grape growing, a local-input-dependentsector, has an output multiplier of about 1.90.  Winemaking, which includes the importation of nearly 70
percent of its grapes from out-of-state, has an output multiplier of about 1.76.
Objectives: The purpose of this study is to measure objectively how much the fledgling grape and
wine industry contributes economically compared to the claims made for it.  Specifically, the objectives
of this study are to determine the impact on the Illinois economy measured in terms of employment,
value added, and the generation of economic activity of three things: 1) of winegrapes grown in the
state, 2) of wine made in the state from home-grown grapes, and 3) of wine made in the state from
grapes of all sources.
Background: The Growth of Grapes and Wine in Illinois  Once, in a different economic era before
Prohibition and the corn economy with its attendant herbicides, Illinois was an important producer of
wine.  Though production of wine and grapes never vanished from the state completely, it has lately
made something of a comeback  The 2000 Illinois Vineyard Survey showed over 400 acres of grapes
planted in 2000 compared to only 181 acres just two years earlier.  There are currently 31 wineries
licensed in the state with two additional wineries scheduled to open soon.  (Illinois Grape and Wine
Resources Council)  This is compared to four wineries in the entire state in the 1980s.
The growth has attracted the attention of state officials who allocated first $200,000 annually
for something called the Illinois Grape and Wine Resource Council.  When it was originally established
the Council had as one of its goals to “increase made-in-Illinois wine sales.” (Binder)  The annual
appropriation is now $500,000 and the council has employed an Executive Director, a State
Viticulturalist, and a State Enologist.  The hope, reflected in public comments, is that the money spentwill pay dividends (higher than competing uses it is assumed).  Eying neighboring states as well as major
producers like California, Illinois officials hope that the tie-in with tourism will also help boost the state’s
economy.
Data and Methods:  Data were gathered from Illinois vineyards, wineries, and input suppliers to
construct separate budgets for grape growing and wine making in Illinois.  These were checked against
similar budgets previously created for Arkansas, Missouri, and other eastern wine region states.  These
budgets were verified by the state Enologist and Viticulturalist.
The budgets form the basis of an IMPLAN impact analysis of the current contribution of the
grape and wine sectors to the Illinois economy.  Capital charges were modified to reflect an annualized
cost and sectors were assigned and aggregated to agree with the IMPLAN methodology.
IMPLAN is an input-output model that uses a set of accounts reflecting a snapshot of the
Illinois economy for a particular year.  Any changes that occur in that picture, such as the addition of
grape and wine sales, are traced through all the affected sectors of the economy.
IMPLAN makes its results available in parts, that is the direct, indirect, and induced portions of
any measured impact.  The direct effects are the immediate injection into the economy.  If we are
examining the impact of an additional 10,000 gallons of wine purchases the direct effect is just the
$450,000 or so in spending on wine.  The indirect effects are caused as a result of supplying that wine
and would include the purchase of grapes, other ingredients, hired labor, services, etc.  The induced
effects are a result of the increased income that happens because of the increased sales.  It is counted in
the things people buy when they have more money and is not necessarily related to grapes or wine
directly.When the total effects are added and divided by the direct effects we have a ratio of total to
direct effects, often called a multiplier.  Multipliers tend to be higher if there is a large number of
backward linkages or those linkages are local rather than out of state.
We would expect a greater economic contribution to the state when inputs are purchased
locally.  The so-called backward linkages will generate more local activity and more of the value-added
will be earned locally if more inputs are purchased from in state.  The ratio of local to total purchases is
called the regional purchase coefficient (RPC).  The RPC for grapes by wineries is a key piece of
information for the IMPLAN model.  For most inputs we have used national RPCs to represent the
local situation, but for grape purchases we have gathered data to reflect the unique purchase patterns in
Illinois.
Wineries in Illinois buy fruit both locally and from out of state.  Although in some wines the main
ingredient is another fruit or juice, the major input in Illinois wines is grapes.  So in this case the
regionally produced input of interest is grapes.  The RPC is the portion of the total input used that is
either produced by the winery itself or by other grape growers within the region.  The proportions of
each have been recently tabulated from data gathered by the State Enologist (Menke).  Seventeen
wineries responded to the survey, a response that covered about 80 percent of the state’s capacity. 
Table one presents the data that allow us to calculate the amount of the major ingredient, grapes,
purchased from local Illinois growers.  In estimating what the impact of the grape and wine activity has
been on the state it is important that this value be accurate.Table 1: Grapes Produced In and Out of State: 2001
Source of Grapes Grapes in tons
Produced on Site (Estate Grown) 290
Other Illinois Growers 240
Total Locally Grown 530
Purchased Out of State 1173*
Total Grapes Purchased by Illinois Wineries 1703
*Includes purchased juice as well as other fruit such as cranberry, raspberry, and
blueberry.  Pro rated to 12 months based on 1075 tons for 11 months.  Source: Stephen
Menke.
Using 140 gallons of wine produced on average per ton of grapes we can conclude that about
238,420 total gallons of wine were made in Illinois of which 74,200 were made from local fruit.  This
gives an RPC of about 0.311.
Results:  The Contribution of the Current Grape and Wine Enterprises  To examine the
components of the impact we divided it into distinct parts; the effect of Illinois grown grapes, the effect
of wine sales using only Illinois grapes, and the total effect of Illinois wine sales counting wine made
from all sources..  These components allow us to evaluate the present situation in some detail and to
make some educated guesses about the future.
Illinois Grapes
The 2000 Illinois Vineyard Survey shows 382 acres of vines planted in Illinois, most of which1Value added represents returns to primary factors of production: land, labor, and capital.  It is
that part of the sale price that is not used to purchase intermediate inputs or pay indirect business taxes.
were not yet producing or were not yet producing at capacity.  The 530 tons of Illinois grapes that
were produced represent about $477,000 in sales (table two).  This assumes a sale price of $900 per
ton, or in the case of estate grown grapes, a $900 per ton value to the entire enterprise.  Higher yielding
or less desirable grapes will return less and scarce varieties or especially desirable vintages more.  The
2000 survey reports prices ranging from a low of $600 per ton to a high of $1600 per ton (for grapes
sold by the pound at a farmer’s market.)  This activity generates around $333,839 in value added.1
Table 2: Contribution of Illinois Grapes
Tons sold 530
Value of sales $477,000
Value Added $333,839
The total impact is $876,370 including the direct impact, an initial $477,000 spent on grapes,
the indirect impact $86,770 spent to purchase inputs, and an additional $312,600 spent from the newly
generated income.  In addition to the $334,000 in value added generated in the grape sector $245,000
in value added is maintained outside the vineyard.
Illinois Grapes Through Illinois Wine
Next we examine the impact the wine produced from Illinois-grown grapes.  Since those
grapes go on to make wine – about 74,200 gallons of the total 238,420 gallons produced in Illinois in2000 (table three).
Table 3: Contribution of Illinois-Only Wine
Gallons produced 74,200
Portion of total 31%
Value of Sales $3,353,395
Value added at Winery $2,257,503
Assumes average price of $9 per bottle
The total impact of $6,516,405 includes $3,353,395 direct winery sales plus $1,076,152
indirect and $2,086,858 induced impact.
The wine making jobs required to make the Illinois-only wine support other jobs supplying
inputs and producing the goods purchased with the income the wine generates.  In fact every one of
these jobs supports approximately one-and-a-half other Illinois jobs.
Illinois Wine From All Sources
Finally we look at the impact of the total wine industry including wine made from grapes (and
other fruits, juices, and concentrates) produced outside the state.  Table four summarizes the wine
industry in total.Table 4: Contribution of All Illinois-Produced Wines
Grapes produced and purchased from Illinois sources 530 tons
Other grapes (and grape equivalents) purchased 1173 tons
Regional purchase coefficient 0.311
Total wine produced 238,420 gallons
Total wine value $10,775,153
Total value added $ 7,253,826
The impact of the wine industry taking into account indirect ($2,209,771), and induced
($6,013,443), effects in presented in table five.  The total output effect is estimated to be $18,998,366.
There are around 100 winery jobs in Illinois making wine from all sources.  For each of these
jobs the industry supports approximately one other local job supplying inputs for wine making and
producing the goods purchased with the income the wine generates.  This is less than the one-and-a-
half jobs supported by the Illinois-only portion of the wine because more in-state jobs are supported
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Construction $126,071
Manufacturing $821,763
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The output multiplier for grape growing is 1.9 which tells us that an additional $0.90 in
economic activity is supported by each dollar’s worth of grapes sold.  The value-added multiplier – the
total value added supported divided by the grape growing value added is 1.3.  For Illinois-only wine
production the output multiplier is 1.3 and the value-added multiplier is 1.7.  The multipliers for all wine
making are 1.76 for output and 1.71 for value added.
Discussion:  Illinois’ grape and wine industries are currently growing apace.  Predicting the future is
always risky, but if we assume that existing trends continue we can evaluate what future contributions of
the grape and wine sectors will be.  There seems to be little doubt that growth will continue.  For
illustration consider the chart below.  The data on the number of acres was taken from the annualsurveys of Illinois grape growers, but now includes 2005 and 2010 estimates.  These numbers are
estimates in only the loosest sense, based as they are on a mere three-year trend.  At the rate of 100
acres per year, as the trend suggests, Illinois would be producing enough grapes to meet current winery
needs without importation of grapes from out of state by 2005.
Table 6: Wine Grape Acreage in Illinois with Potential Growth
Based on Trends
Year 1998 1999 2000 2005* 2010*
Acres 181 200 382 857 1360
*Acreage projections are based on trend alone
This projection uses the current yield per total planted acre of about 1.4 tons.  A sustainable long-term
yield average is probably closer to four tons per acre, but because much of Illinois’ grape acreage is so
young the current average is low.  Even with no future plantings, if the 2000 acreage (using the
unadjusted 382 acres from the survey) eventually reaches the four-ton-per-acre yield mark the state
would be producing 1528 tons per year, or about 90 percent of the current in-state winery needs.
Wine production is likely to grow as well.  The Illinois Grape and Wine Council Fact Sheet
reports the following trend in winery growth with what was then a projection for 2002.Table 7: Number of Illinois Wineries with Projection for the
Current Year
Year 1990 1995 1998 2001* 2002
Number 5 10 14 23 31
*Things are changing so rapidly that by the end of 2001 there were
actually 26 wineries doing business in the state.
If the increase in winery numbers is an accurate indicator of production, it too is increasing at about six
percent per year.  Increased production in neighboring states may be additional evidence that the trend
will continue.  Indiana’s wine production is ahead of Illinois’ and continues to grow.  Missouri was
producing what Illinois is now (about 238,420 gallons) in the early 1990s and now produces, according
to Missouri’s Vineyard and Vintage View, 500,000 gallons annually (Southwest Missouri State
University).  They expect growth to double by 2020.
Grape and wine production and sales is, by any measure, an emerging, developing economic
phenomenon.  Probably more important to rural economic development efforts is its image and the
aesthetic qualities the industry brings to Illinois.  Perhaps the sector’s greatest contribution, not
measurable, is the sense of optimism, pride, and renewal that it brings to rural communities.  Grape and
wine producers and their allies are generally community minded folks who are willing and ready to
work tirelessly for their business, and also to volunteer time and energy to other ongoing economic
development efforts.  It is part of the mix of activities that is an indication of ongoing rural community
development.References
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